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GULF STATES UTILITIES COMPANY
P O S. T O F F I C E BOX 2951 * BEAUMONT. TEXAS 77704

AREA COOE 409 838-6631
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August 1, 1985
RBG - 21751
File No. G9.5, G9.8.2.16

Mr. Harold R. Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Denton:

River Bend Station - Unit 1
Docket No. 50-458

Provided for your review and approval is Gulf States Utilities
Company (GSU) request for a River Bend Station Technical Specification
one time exception. The request, as detailed below, is to allow " dry"
transfer from the fuel building to the upper containment pool during
initial loading of the new fuel bundles.

The current River Bend Station Technical Specification (TS
3/4.9.12 - Inclined Fuel Transfer System [IFTS] ) includes specific
limiting conditions for operation requirements for the. hydraulic power'

unit blocking valve and liquid level sensor operability. These items
are required for (1) proper functioning of the syst'em's fill and drain
cycles and (2) operation of the two IFTS valves which separate the

,

lower fuel building pool from the upper containment pool. Since the
initial loading of new fuel will be a dry transfer, there does not
exist the concern for-fill and drain cycles or water drainage from the
upper containment pool into the lower fuel building pool.
Furthermore, OPERABILITY of the blocking valve and liquid sensors
would prevent the operation of the IFTS in the dry condition.
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On the basis of the foregoing discussion, GSU is requesting a one
time exception to the River Bend Station Technical Specifications to
allow the initial core of new fuel to be moved into the upper contain-
ment pool without requiring OPERABILITY of the hydraulic power unit
blocking valve and liquid level sensor. The proposed one time
exception is provided in Enclosure 1 to this letter.
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Sincerely,

fl . } -
J. E. Booker
Manager - Engineering
Nuclear Fuels & Licensing
River Bend Nuclear Group

JEB/WJR/DWW/JEP
.

Enclosure 1
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ENCLOSURE 1
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REFUELING OPERATIONS

3/4.9.12 INCLINED FUEL TRANSFER SYSTEM - g ,
.

~
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LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION -
.

-

3.9.12 The inclined fuel transfer system (IFTS) may be in operation provided
that:

a. The floor plugs are installed and the access door of all rooms
through which the transfer system penetrates are closed and locked.

b. All access interlocks and palm switches are OPERABLE.

c. The blocking valve located in the fuel building IFTS hydraulic power |
unit is OPERABLE.* I

d. At least one IFTS carriage position indicator at each carriage position
is OPERABLE and at least one liquid level sensor is OPERABLE.* |

e. The keylock switch which provides access control lockout is OPERABLE.

f. The warning lights outside of the access doors are OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: When the IFTS containment blank flange is removed.

ACTION:
_

a. With one or more access interlocks, warning lights, and/or palm switches
inoperable, operation of the IFTS may continue provided that entry
into the area is prohibited by establishing a continuous watch and
conspicuously posting as a high radiation area.

b. With the requirements of the above specification not otherwise satis-
fied, suspend IFTS operation with the IFTS at either terminal point.
The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.9.12.1 Within 1 hour prior to the startup of the IFTS, verify that no personnel
are in areas immediately adjacent to the IFTS tube and that the floor plugs are
installed and access doors, to rooms through which the IFTS tube penetrates,
are closed and locked.

4.9.12.2 Within 4 hours prior to the operation of IFTS and at least once per
12 hours thereafter, verify that:

At least one IFTS carriar;e position indicator at each carriage positiona.
is OPERABLE and at least one level sensor is OPERABLE.

The warning lights outside of each access door are OPERABLE and theo.
floor plug is installed.
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